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Nutrition 

Presenter: Stephanie Goodman CNC, Jane Schwartz RD  

Stephanie and Jane: Welcome to the Sweet Dreams Virtual Summit! We are your hosts Stephanie 

Goodman and Jane Schwartz of The Nourishing Gurus. We’re here to help you get a better night’s 

sleep. Note that all the information shared in this program is for informational purposes only and 

does not replace the advice of a qualified healthcare professional.  So now, it’s time to sit back, 

take notes and prepare for Sweet Dreams! 

 

00:00 

 

Stephanie: Welcome to the Sweet Dreams Virtual Summit! We are your hosts Stephanie 

Goodman… 

Jane: And I’m Jane Schwartz and we are The Nourishing Gurus. We’re here to help you get a 

better night’s sleep. Note that all the information shared in this program is for informational 

purposes only and does not replace the advice of a qualified healthcare professional.   

Stephanie: So now, it’s time to sit back, take notes and prepare for Sweet Dreams! 

 

Hello everyone! So it’s Jane and Stephanie here of the nourishing gurus and your hosts for the 

Sweet Dreams Virtual Summit and we are so excited. Jane, say hi to everyone. 

 

Jane: Hi everyone! I’m excited to be here. 

 

Stephanie: So, we’re going to get right into our information because we just don’t want to waste 

any time. 

 

If you are having trouble sleeping, you’re definitely not alone. It’s estimated that as many as 70 

million Americans are suffering from sleep deprivation, and since we know there’s many of you 

listening outside America we know there’s so many more with sleep issues from all over the world. 

And that’s really why we put together this summit - to help you get better quality sleep and more 

of it. 

 

Unfortunately, lack of quality sleep is linked to so many chronic health issues, including weight 

gain, heart disease, mood disorders, blood sugar imbalances, anxiety, poor concentration and so 

much more. 
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And sleep is so important because while we’re sleeping, so many things are going on: our brain is 

recharging, our cells repair themselves, the body’s releasing important hormones, our immune 

system’s regulating itself, and so much more is going on. 

 

02:00 

 

Stephanie: And by the way, for those of you concerned about weight, we actually want to start off 

just with a brief talk about how lack of sleep can contribute to weight gain, because there’s been 

so much research in this area, especially lately, and we deal with weight issues in our clients on a 

regular basis. So that’s what we’re going to into that. Jane, do you want to start by talking about 

that?  

 

Jane: Yeah, sure. Like Stephanie said, we’ve seen a lot of research, especially lately, showing that 

a lack of good sleep causes an increase not only in snacking, but just the number of meals that 

people consume a day, and also the preference for foods that might not be as healthy for us like 

sweeter foods and fattier foods, and we don’t mean healthy fats but things like fries, greasy burgers, 

fast food, or sweets like donuts and cookies. So that’s obviously not a good thing because that’s 

going to increase your weight with not only the frequency of eating but also just the types of foods 

that tend to make us crave. 

 

And we think this may be due to the fact that the length and quality of our sleep affects our 

metabolic hormones, especially the two hormones known as leptin and ghrelin. 

 

You may have heard of these hormones before but just for a quick definition, leptin is the hormone 

that tells the brain to CURB the appetite after eating. So it's an important part of appetite 

suppression. And leptin is actually made by your fat cells and it travels through the bloodstream 

to the brain where it’s going to signal that you had enough to eat. So we kind of think of it as your 

“stop sign” for eating, your stop sign hormone.  

 

And on the other hand we have ghrelin, which is the opposite of leptin and is often referred to as 

“the hunger hormone,” and that’s because it stimulates appetite and prompts the brain to send 

signals that we want to increase our food intake. So ghrelin is produced when we haven’t eaten for 

a long time and when our body is actually in need of fuel. So it’s saying, okay, let’s start the eating 

process. 

 

04:18  
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Jane: But studies have shown that people who get poor sleep or don’t get enough sleep wind up 

with reduced leptin and elevated ghrelin. So, that’s actually the worst thing you can do for weight 

gain, because that’s going increase your overall the appetite. And it’s not surprising that these two 

hormones get so out of whack when you’re not sleeping enough. So, that’s kind of part of what’s 

driving this whole sleep-weight issue. 

 

Stephanie: So that’s the problem with not getting enough sleep, but why you’re here is probably 

not to hear about the problems, you want to hear more about what to do about it. So let’s dive into 

it.  

 

06:06 

 

Stephanie: Now, if you Google how to get better sleep, you’re going to come up with definitely 

some strategies and you’ve probably heard a lot of them before but we feel that we’d be remised 

if we left them out. So, let’s talk about those first. 

 

Number one would be cut back on caffeine, and definitely limit caffeine later in the day. And 

everyone kind of knows this, but it just bears mentioning here. Since caffeine is a stimulant, it can 

affect your sleep-wake cycles and your hormonal rhythms. 

As a stimulant, caffeine may seem to jolt the body awake. But in reality, this "buzz" you get from 

caffeine does not create or refresh restfulness. According to the National Sleep Foundation, 

consuming caffeinated beverages, such as coffee, soft drinks and those energy drinks, can create a 

vicious cycle of disrupted sleep. People who struggle with insomnia are more prone to reach for 

caffeinated foods and beverages just to treat their exhaustion during daytime hours. And as a result, 

poor sleep abilities continue, making it a vicious cycle 

 

Another thing that caffeine does is it can interfere with your cortisol rhythm. Your cortisol should 

be naturally high in the morning to get you going and it kind of wake you up, and then as the day 

goes on so it kind of slowly decreases. So, you want it to be low at night and that allows you to 

sleep. And we work with a lot of clients on improving adrenal issues and when we do this we 

really have them limit their caffeine along with so many other things that help the adrenals. But 

when you use caffeine to constantly “pick yourself up” throughout the day, you actually interrupt 

this cortisol rhythm.  So you want to limit the caffeine - especially later in the day. 
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08:06 

 

Stephanie: There’s actually, we’ve come across a few - but there’s those unique people who can 

have a cup of coffee close to bedtime and sleep like a baby. And this actually depends on your 

genetics. Several genes are involved in eliciting the different responses to caffeine among 

individuals. So if you have that kind of genes that can efficiently metabolize caffeine, you know 

who you are! However, most people will need to limit their caffeine intake. 

 

Jane: I have to say I’m one of those people who… I definitely am sensitive to caffeine, so even 

just one cup can make me kind of jittery. So I definitely don’t have that caffeine processing gene. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, I’m definitely the same way with that.   

 

Jane: And it’s also important to note, and most people don’t think about other foods that might 

contain caffeine, but chocolate also has caffeine and can interfere with sleep. It can have enough 

caffeine to interfere with the sleep cycle, so that should also be avoided too close to bedtime.  And 

people may not think of tea either. They think of it as so relaxing but there’s caffeine in tea, it 

could about half the caffeine in coffee and then also it’s going to depend on how long you steep it, 

unless you’re having an herbal tea at night your tea’s going to contain caffeine. And that includes 

ice tea, decaf ice tea. And you’re having, let’s say, iced tea when you are out to dinner and you 

may not think that could be interfering with your sleep. And another thing that we wouldn’t want 

people to be doing as often is coffee ice cream, because it has a lot of sugar, but there’s caffeine 

in the coffee ice cream. So, don’t just think about the fact that, oh well I’m not drinking coffee, 

later in the day or at night there could be other sources of caffeine that could be playing a role in 

your sleep issues. 

10:08  

Jane: And the other thing we want to mention is that as you work on improving your sleep, you 

want to realize that the food part is so huge for delivering energy. We think of coffee/energy, 

coffee/energy, but ideally you shouldn’t NEED caffeine to get through the day, you shouldn’t need 

caffeine to wake up. And in an ideal world, it should really be used just for taste - because you like 

the taste. And that good quality food is what you want to rely on for your steady fuel. So when we 

wean people of lots of caffeine we tell them we to see how their bodies run on their own fuel first, 

and then they can introduce a little caffeine back so that it’s not something they’re dependent on 

but something they can just use in their diet - just for flavor and just because they enjoy it, and not 

because they absolutely need it to get through the day.  
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Stephanie: Yeah. Another one is alcohol. And we have so many clients that are in the habit of 

winding down for the evening with a little night cap. And a lot of people think that because alcohol 

is relaxing and it makes them drowsy that it’s beneficial for sleep. But while it actually might help 

you nod off quicker, research has shown that drinking alcohol actually makes you more likely to 

wake up during the night; and this is of course going to leave you feeling less rested in the morning. 

It’s important also to realize that alcohol is a sedative and depressant. So, even though you may 

feel drowsy from drinking, alcohol can affect your sleep quality by preventing certain deep sleep, 

the stages of deep sleep. And hopefully you’ve downloaded our handout about the stages of sleep, 

and those stages are really crucial for restful sleep. Specifically REM stage, the rapid eye 

movement stage. And alcohol actually may also cause a person to wake frequently throughout the 

night. So you want to watch that alcohol intake. 

12:06 

Stephanie: And another, going along with the caffeine and alcohol, is to watch the amount of fluids 

that you have at night and also to stay away from overeating at night. I guess overeating is too 

much. But drinking too much water or other fluids before bed may interrupt sleep by waking you 

up, of course, to go to the bathroom. And if you tend to eat your meals too late at night or eat a lot 

before you go to bed or having food that’s more heavy and spicy too close to bedtime, those can 

keep you up. Because they not only trigger reflux but it interferes with body’s ability to rest during 

the night because instead the body’s so busy trying to digest your food. 

 

Jane: Yeah, that’s so true Stephanie. It’s so important not to overeat, I mean, at any time but 

especially in the evening. Okay, so another obvious thing is be sure to move. I mean, exercise is 

so vital for sleep - even if it’s just going out for a brisk walk. And there are so many benefits of 

exercise for sleep, but we’re going to leave that to Cathe. Cathe Friedrich is our fitness expert and 

she’s going to delve into the whole exercise sleep issue. So definitely tune into that talk if you’re 

interested in that. 

 

And then also working on a bedtime routine, making your bedtime routine a huge priority. That 

has woven through so many of the talks, hasn’t it Stephanie? 

 

Stephanie: Yeah. 

 

Jane: How important that is. And it takes a bit of discipline for sure, to turn off a show or watching 

something to begin with or leave the dishes or doing that last load of laundry, but we can promise 

you that you will have more energy to get things done in general and do it faster or more efficiently  
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when you have more sleep. So, we’re going to talk more about our personal sleep routines towards 

the end of the talk, so stay tuned for that! 

 

14:17 

 

Stephanie: Yeah. And of course, as nutritionists, we’re going to be talking about how food affects 

your sleep. So, we work with many clients who actually have sleep issues.  And it’s important to 

know that what you eat can definitely directly affect your sleep. And when we started talking about 

what we wanted to share with you, it really comes to down to, I would say, related to food the 2 

biggest culprits where we see food affecting sleep are imbalanced blood sugar and food 

sensitivities. 

 

So if your body gets hungry in the middle of the night, it actually causes a stress response, which 

will cause cortisol to rise and that will make you wake up. And the best way to eliminate this 

problem is by balancing your blood sugar. And you have to really be diligent about balancing your 

blood sugar throughout the day, you can’t just do it right before you go to sleep. So we’re going 

to go into some of our best blood sugar balancing tips. 

 

Jane: Yeah. So, number one would be to make sure that you have protein, include protein at every 

meal. And so we’re going to tell you a little bit about what that looks like. 

 

And we’re going to start with breakfast because we find this is probably the hardest meal to make 

sure that you have enough protein. One of the most common mistakes that we see people make is 

having a more carbohydrate heavy breakfast that lacks protein. And we see things like, people 

have a whole wheat bagel or slice of hot slice of whole grain toast made with a little peanut butter 

on it, they might have a high fiber cereal with some skim milk, or even a bowl of oatmeal or instant 

oats, and these are just not going to deliver nearly enough protein that you need for quality 

balancing. And some of those choices may also contain a lot of sugar, which is another story which 

we’ll get into in a minute. 

16:15 

Jane: But breakfast protein does not have to be just in the form of just eggs, though that is a fine  
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choice as long as you know the sensitivity, which we’ll talk about later. But breakfast protein can 

be from a good quality protein powder, which we use like in a delicious smoothie, or it could be 

chia pudding, you could add nuts or seeds to your hot or cold cereal, we have a great homemade 

granola recipe that’s higher in protein. And Greek yogurt or again eggs could be an option as well 

for breakfast protein.  

Stephanie: Yeah, and you can think outside the box for breakfast sometimes, like eating a bowl of 

chili or salmon or a chicken patty. Some people do really well with this type of breakfast. So you 

really have to keep track of your meals and see how you feel, and this is a theme we harp on time 

and time again, right? Everyone is different and will feel good with different types of proteins and 

other macronutrients so writing it down and tracking how you feel is just an amazing tool to help 

to learn about your body and what it does best with. 

Jane: Absolutely.   

Stephanie: In terms of your other meals, protein can be brought into lunchtime, typically lunchtime 

it’s a little easier but you can have salad in the form of beans, or nuts and seeds or something like 

diced chicken, tuna, turkey. You could have a bean or chicken veggie soup. You get the idea. It 

doesn’t have to be just like a bagel sandwich for lunch, or a plain salad.  

Thinking about dinner tends to be a little more obvious, you just want like a small amount of 

animal or vegetarian protein mixed with lots of veggies and a lot of like leafy greens and other 

vegetables. And also you can add a little whole grain like quinoa, or a small sweet potato to that. 

18:14  

Stephanie: But just keeping in mind the amount of protein needed will vary from person to person, 

but if you aim for something like 20-25 grams of protein per meal, you’re going to be in good 

shape.  
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Jane: Yeah, that’s great. And again, the breakfast is where you want to, probably will be the 

toughest to get the 20-25. So pay attention to that. And the second kind of balancing nutrient that 

we like to talk about is healthy fat. 

 

And we often, like we’ve said this before in many of our other talks, we have to ADD fat to our 

clients’ meal plans most of the time. And that’s because there is still the perception out there that 

fat is too rich, or too many calories, or it’s too damaging, it’s not good for your heart. But fat, when 

eaten in the right time, is a really critical nutrient for balancing blood sugar and not only that it’s 

also important for the absorption of our fat soluble vitamins. We can’t absorb vitamin A, vitamin 

D, vitamin E or vitamin K, which are critical nutrients without having enough fat in the diet. And 

fat also helps create hormones and it insulates our organs and there’s just so much more. We could 

just have a whole talk on the benefits of fat.  

 

But the bad thing is that everybody’s still buying fat-free or low-fat foods, but they contain a lot 

of very questionable additives most of the time or thickeners or emulsifiers and a lot of other kind 

of not so healthy garbage. Right? And also many times artificial sweeteners. And all of those things 

can interfere with the body working properly. So, again, those who follow us regularly know that 

we’re not fans of anything, we kind of always say ditch the low-fat, ditch the low calories, just eat 

whole foods. 

 

20:02  

 

Jane: And now in terms of what to include for fat, there are so many great ways to include them in 

a diet. And we’re huge fans of avocados, all kinds of nuts and seeds. We love different healthy oils 

like olive oil, coconut oil, avocado, macadamia. And for breakfast, for instance, you can include 

an avocado in a smoothie, or you could use some chia pudding, which has some good healthy fat, 

or any kind of nuts and seeds in a granola, or quality eggs. I’d say our favorite lunch fats would be 

things like salmon on a salad, or we love talking about making a delicious homemade salad 

dressing with some extra virgin olive oil. Of course we’re ditching the low-calorie bottled 

dressings. Or you could put sliced avocado or sunflower seeds in your salad. And of course dinner 

could be some kind of fatty fish, or you can roast your vegetables in olive oil or coconut oil. And 

then of course for snacks, again you could do nuts and seeds or some guacamole or hummus. I 

mean, there’s just endless amounts of ways that you can include the healthy fats in the diet. 
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Stephanie: Yeah, those are some great ideas and it’s really just tip of the iceberg ideas. If you go 

to our website, you probably have been there already, but nurishinggurus.com we have lots of great 

recipes which use healthy fats so just feel free to explore those any time and give those a try.  

 

I just want to mention, you do want to limit the refined and omega-6 rich polyunsaturated oils; 

things like sunflower, safflower, corn, soy and canola, which should never be used as cooking oils 

in our opinion and are found in almost all the processed foods out there. These are much more 

inflammatory and actually can inhibit sleep. So be sure to replace these fats with the good ones 

that we mentioned earlier. Also, be sure to get enough of your omega 3 fats from sources such as 

fatty fish like salmon and sardines, as well as you could take good high quality fish oil capsules. 

Because research has really shown that the diet that has less omega-6 in relation and more omega 

3 is beneficial for sleep and just in general good health.  

 

22:17 

 

Jane: Yeah, absolutely. And then for number three, in terms of our healthy eating for sleep, 

definitely dumping the refined sugars. There’s probably no mystery or surprise here. And also 

refined carbohydrates, it’s really important for blood sugar balance. And in general of course we’re 

just eating way too much sugar.  And a few decades of low fat diets have now led us to eating too 

much sugar. So, think back to your low-fat yogurt, but most people don’t realize how much sugar 

they’re actually eating with the low-fat yogurt. 

 

So you’ll want to avoid added sugars that you’re going to find not only in obvious places like soda 

and a lot of juices and sweet drinks like lemonade and iced teas, but also in foods. I mean, it’s in 

so many things like bread, cereal, we mentioned yogurt before, there are things like condiments, 

and sauces, and salad dressings and even agave. We have people who are still using agave but even 

though that was once thought of kind of a super healthy sweetener, it’s kind of what we say fallen 

from grace I guess. And we even have an article on our site, if you’re interested, regarding agave 

and which you can find. We have a search engine, a search bar on the site and you can put AGAVE 

in and read about why that’s not so healthy anymore, hope you explore that content. So you want 

to, just again in general, root out any kind of hidden sources of sugar in diet too. 

Stephanie: Yeah, and also don’t replace your sugars with artificial sweeteners. Because these are 

basically chemicals and they interfere with your body’s metabolism, it’s been found to damage gut 

bacteria, which we talk a lot about. You really need a healthy gut bacteria.  
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24:05 

 

Stephanie: So instead of using the refined sugar or the artificial sweeteners, stick with natural 

things like stevia which is from a plant, you could use a very small amount of raw honey, coconut 

sugar which doesn’t spike the blood sugar too much, maple syrup also has some benefit to it, it 

actually has some minerals in it. We also have our favorite Lakanto, which is a mixture of monk 

fruit and non GMO erythritol. It has no effect on blood sugar and is that’s what we call our nutrition 

darling right now, we’ve been using it a lot for baking. 

 

As far as carbs go, focus on whole foods sources of carbs; primarily being vegetables, followed by 

things like beans, legumes, some fruit, small amounts of whole grains like oats and quinoa. But 

just be careful of overdoing things like wheat and starch heavy foods like breads, crackers, bagels, 

white rice, pasta, those can all throw your blood sugar way off. And what we’re going to do is we 

want to give you a handout called swap it out for balanced blood sugar.  So you can download that 

right next to our interview here. And in that, you will see some of our breakfast, lunch and snack 

upgrades. So that will give you a good idea of where to start.  

Jane: Yeah, that’s great. That’s such a great handout. And then probably the second major thing 

we wanted to talk about in terms of helping sleep that’s related to food is eliminating food 

sensitivities. And they were really a big hidden cause of sleep issues that we see with our clients. 

Eating a food to which your body is sensitive to increases inflammation for sure and your internal 

stress levels, so that’s going to raise cortisol levels and prevent restful sleep. And it can also make 

your pain levels higher, which again is the inflammation piece, and if you’re going to have pain 

that’s definitely going to prevent you from sleeping, just because of the increased inflammation. 

So it’s a big kind of a vicious cycle. 

 

26:11 

 

So Stephanie and I meet with clients who tell us that they don’t notice that they have a sensitivity 

to a food.  But the problem is that if you’re eating something on a regular basis, it’s really hard to 

notice or realize that you have sensitivity to something. And often times we see people, they just 

accept the way they feel is the norm, because they don’t know that they could feel so much better. 

And unlike food allergies which have immediate reactions like where you eat a food and you get 

hives or itchy skin or you have trouble breathing, sensitivities are delayed reactions. So, you may 

not see anything up to maybe 3 days, anywhere from one to three days, after eating a food. And so  
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they’re much more difficult to detect. And sensitivities can cause a host of issues in addition to 

having trouble sleeping, or causing trouble sleeping. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, and the most common foods that we see sensitivities to are gluten, which is 

actually a protein that’s found in wheat, barley, rye and sometimes oats. In addition to the gluten, 

we see a lot of food sensitivities to dairy, eggs, soy, corn and peanuts.  

 

And while there is some testing out there, we find that really the best way to know if you have a 

sensitivity is to eliminate the foods and see how you feel, and then bring them back in one at a 

time. So, if you have food sensitivities that are affecting sleep, you’ll notice the difference pretty 

quickly, I’d say within a few weeks. People always ask us, if they take all these foods out, what’s 

there left to eat? But there is plenty, and Jane and I are big on healthy but delicious recipes. So 

there’s plenty to eat. And we walk people through it in our Mega Energy Breakthrough program, 

which we’re not talking about now but that programs been great to help people discover food 

sensitivities and balance blood sugar, reduce inflammation.  

 

28:14 

 

Stephanie: So if you’re interested, keep an eye out for this program, it’ll be available in January. 

But you could also email us and we’ll send you information about it. But it’s interesting because 

when it comes to sleep, most people think that it’s just your body resting, which it is, however, our 

bodies actually need energy to fall asleep and stay asleep and perform all the repairs and recharges 

that happen in your body while you’re sleeping. So a lot of people don’t realize that you actually 

do need energy to have a good night’s sleep.  

 

Jane: I love that, Stephanie. That’s so fascinating. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah! It’s so interesting. 

 

Jane: It’s so important to realize, yeah. So let’s talk about some of our favorite personal sleep 

strategies, should we Stephanie? 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, let’s go for it! 

 

Jane: That we use ourselves and that we kind of developed over the past couple years. I personally, 

I had a history of not sleeping so well. So I started to really get better sleep, based on some of these  
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things. Of course we had the food part down, but that didn’t help us with everything.  

 

So anyway, we’re going to first start talking about food that or things that you can possibly 

consume before bed. And what’s interesting is that we’ve seen a lot of research on the benefits 

lately of collagen protein, which is also known as gelatin, as it relates particularly to sleep. So 

gelatin happens to be very high in the amino acid, glycine, which is very calming and has a sedative 

effect on the brain. So to get more gelatin in your diet, we’ve talked about this before with our 

clients in terms of the vital protein which is one of our favorite collagen proteins.  

 

30:03 

 

Jane: You can have eat bone broth as well or adding this vital protein to different drinks or other 

foods.  

 

And one thing that I started doing not every night but many nights, is I’ll have about 1-2 

tablespoons of this vital protein, the hydrolyzed grass-fed really high quality collagen protein, not 

just like a store-bought kind of one. And the peptide version, there’s two different kinds of 

collagen, one is the peptide one and the peptide version dissolves beautifully in hot liquids. I also 

do it in a cup of chamomile tea in the evening, that’s kind of like my wind-down drink and then I 

also know I am getting other benefits of the gelatin, which is also good for nails, hair, and skin, 

and just the digestive health in general.  

 

And speaking of chamomile, I love chamomile tea and it’s been around for centuries and it does 

have a calming effect. So I will usually to that and possibly a pinch of honey too. Stephanie, you 

can talk about the honey. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, and you know, I forgot and I want to mention the sleep diary because we gave 

you the sleep diary and as we’re going through these, it’d be great to track your sleep and help you 

just to notice what is working and what isn’t. Because Jane can have her chamomile tea and it 

helps her sleep but I could have chamomile tea and it doesn’t help me sleep. Everybody’s different, 

everybody has different biochemistry. So it’s good to figure out what works best for your body. 

So, don’t forget to use the sleep diary and keep track of what you’re bringing in to track your sleep. 
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Jane: Absolutely. 

 

Stephanie: So yeah, honey. And have a little bit of honey before sleep, maybe a teaspoon or two. 

And you’re probably saying wait a second, you just told us to watch the sugar! But interestingly 

enough, a small amount of honey can actually support your liver in helping it to detoxify during 

the night and it gives your body a small steady stream of energy that can last all night. 

 

32:10 

 

Stephanie: So, give the honey a try and look for raw unprocessed honey, you don’t want the little 

bear honey that who knows what they put in it. But you definitely want to look for some raw honey 

to try before you go to sleep.  

Another thing is kind of interesting, there’s a drink called a tart cherry juice and you can some of 

that in water. You could have two 1 ounce servings of the tart cherry juice during the day; spread 

them out, maybe one in the afternoon and one in the evening. One study found that this increased 

the amount of sleep in people and it’s been found to increase melatonin. Not only that, it can help 

with preventing cancer, and heart disease, and inflammation, and pain. So, it can help for just 

several different reasons. So check out some, or I would say organic tart cherry juice. 

Jane: Yeah. Pure one hundred percent, yeah.  

Stephanie: Yeah, definitely. 

Jane: And another is, and this is something I also do, is magnesium. Magnesium is a very very 

calming mineral, in fact there’s one supplement called Calm Magnesium just because it’s known 

for being calming. And I actually take magnesium most nights, and the majority of people, you 

may not know this but 80% of the population is severely deficient in magnesium and doesn’t even 

realize it because blood work comes back and it doesn’t test it that accurately. But it can come in 

powder form which dissolves in water or any liquid. You can take it capsule form, it’s great to take 

it right before bed. And we have a talk, Dr. Sircus is one of our speakers as well and Stephanie 

interviewed him and he delves into the magnesium issue in his interview.  It is so enlightening and 

aside from sleep there’s so many other things this mineral does. Definitely check that out, because 

it can be very beneficial for sleep. 

 

34:10 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, it’s really interesting to hear him talk about that. So, as far as environment goes, 

your sleep environment, you want to be sure to keep the room as dark as possible. Even the tiniest  
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bit of light in the room can actually disrupt your body’s production of melatonin and can affect 

your sleep cycle. And Jane and I actually wear our sleep masks… 

 

Jane: we have matching! 

 

Stephanie: Yeah! I bought her one, she bought me one, isn’t that cute? I didn’t used to wear it and 

then I started wearing mine and I really noticed that I got into a deeper sleep. And you can even 

try, if you close your eyes and shine a flashlight into your face you do see a little bit of light, so 

the sleep masks really keep it darker. You want to get rid of the night-lights in your room, and 

refrain from turning on any lights if you happen to get up and use the bathroom. Maybe use just a 

really low light, like a flashlight. They have red flashlights that actually don’t disrupt sleep as 

much, so you could try something like that.  

 

Jane: Yeah, in fact, in our bedroom we block all… or I do, Marc doesn’t care, it doesn’t seem to 

bother him but I’m pretty diligent about it. If there’s any little flashing lights and I don’t have an 

alarm clock next to my bed anymore, he does, his is kind of bright. So, I cover that at night and 

when he’s away I just don’t plug in the alarm clock or turn it upside down. Whenever he comes 

home from travelling he goes, “What did you do to my alarm clock?” But yeah, even if there are 

like little lights that are emitting from different things in the room you can cover them up, which 

is helpful. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah. Yeah and I know cable boxes can emit that sharp bright light, I’ve seen that like 

in hotel rooms sometimes, the cable box or the alarm clock is so bright.  

36:09 

Stephanie: Another thing you want to do is try to keep the room as cool as possible. Many people 

keep their homes and particularly their upstairs bedrooms too warm. And studies have shown that 

the optimal room temperature for sleep is actually between 60 to 68 degrees, that’s Fahrenheit, for 

those you who use Celsius it’s 15.5 to 20 degrees Celsius. So keeping your room cooler can help 

you sleep better, and a warmer room can cause restless sleep. In addition, if you happen to suffer 

from hot flashes you’re going to want that room cool anyway, so I probably don’t have to tell you 

that. 
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Jane: Yeah, we actually started keeping our heat down in the winter down at night to save 

electricity but I definitely sleep better in cooler temperatures for sure. I’d rather bundle up under 

the blankets than have be too warm. So, that’s really helpful.  

And then this is interesting too, moving electrical devices away from your head. So, and if they 

have to be used, like for instance a clock or something, an alarm clock, just keep them as far away 

from the bed as possible. And I think, I’d say as much as five feet but I guess some people say 

three feet.    

And again, I unplug my lamp. I’ll try to unplug things that are next to me, I don’t care if I have an 

alarm clock next to me, and I’ll unplug my lamp. Steph, you do a bunch of stuff like that, right? 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, I don’t keep anything near my head. I’d say, yeah, there’s several feet. I don’t 

keep anything next to me. We have one alarm clock and I’d say it’s a good three or four feet away. 

So… 

Jane: Yeah. 

Stephanie: Yeah. And also, just don’t even want to be near the electronics and if you have like a 

cellphone.  

38:04 

Stephanie: I keep my cellphone turned off and downstairs. And I know a lot of people are relying 

on their cellphone now just rather than a landline, but if that’s you at least keep the cellphone away 

from your head for sure. I know I hear of teenagers sleeping with their cellphones under their 

pillows and I’m like, no, don’t do that! So, you also want to limit electronic use before bed.  Things 

like the TV, the iPad, and computer. Because when you get that blue light from the screens it 

actually suppresses melatonin production, which in turn can keep you from falling asleep and 

staying asleep. So, ideally, you want to turn off all those light-emitting gadgets several hours before 

bedtime or at least an hour before bedtime. We have, Jane and I both installed something on our 

computers, it’s called Flux. and it’s f.lux, I think just dot com, you can google it and it’s a free app 

that you put on your computer and it kind of follows the time schedule and it makes you, as evening 

comes, it actually makes your computer screen a little darker so that’s really nice. 

Jane: Yeah. Yeah, that’s been great. Well, I have to admit that TV… I don’t watch any TV really 

in general except maybe sometimes Marc and I will watch a show at night, and we do admittedly  
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have a TV in our bedroom. And we used to watch from 10-11, it was like the only time I kind of 

got to just relax and see a show, watching one of our downloaded shows. But that was really not 

good for me because I realized sometimes we’d watch a show that might be stressful or Breaking 

Bad or whatever it was, and that I couldn’t go right to sleep. It was interfering with my sleep, so 

we changed that. I won’t watch a show right before I go to sleep anymore, I now read before bed 

to wind-down. And if anything, we’ll watch something earlier in the evening. And also, it seems 

obvious, but if you’re watching the news late at night or anything suspenseful or scary that’s not 

going to be a good idea, it can interfere with your sleep. 

40:18 

Jane: So, and if for whatever reason I happen to be watching anything past 9:00 o’clock, I put my 

blue blockers on. Stephanie bought me, this was a while ago, the blue blockers and I use them. 

Marc makes fun of me but I use them every time I watch something after nine. 

Stephanie: Me too! 

Jane: Like, that’s great! We both use them and you look, depending on the style now, I think in 

the sweet package we gave out something a little cooler but they look like seventies mod glasses.  

Stephanie: Yeah! 

Jane: So they’re the amber hue, which blocks out the blue light which is really really helpful. For 

keeping the blue lights out.  

Stephanie: Oh, yeah. But also, yeah, if you’re on the computer, if you have to be doing work, 

hopefully you don’t but if you have to be doing just put those blue blocker glasses on. They’re just 

like Jane said, amber sunglasses. And that can help at least cut down on the blue light, blue lights 

there. 

Jane: Yeah, between that and the Flux, those two things will really help a lot.  

Stephanie: Yeah and I think it’s such a habit for so many people to watch the eleven o’clock news, 

and I think that’s one of the worse things that you can do not only for sleep but just for your health. 

To just feel that stress, I mean, what’s good in the news today? Unfortunately there’s not much 

and it just adds so much stress to you right before you go to sleep.  

Jane: Yeah. 
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42:20 

Stephanie: Another thing is kind of a long with the news and the suspenseful shows, try to put your 

work away at least one hour before bed, preferably even two hours. And just give your mind a 

chance to unwind. We’re so connected and in tune these days, I’m like, oh, what’s this, what’s 

that, the fear of missing out. And it’s really hard to unwind. so you want to try to do the best you 

can just to kind of feel calm before you go to sleep, not all hyped up or anxious about tomorrow's 

deadlines. 

Jane: Yeah, and I know a couple of the speakers mentioned that Stephanie, but I love that how you 

think about when you’re a parent and you’re putting a child to sleep there’s a whole routine 

involved. You’re not going to put on a crazy cartoon with bright lights right before they go to 

sleep. You’re bathing them, you’re singing to them, you’re reading to them, you’re getting them 

prepped and we lose all that when we get older, but that’s still important. So I just think it’s an 

interesting thing to remember that we need that too. 

Stephanie: It really is because you’re like sending a signal to your brain, okay, it’s time for sleep, 

and then your body will get used to it. You know? So another thing I do, which I love, my earthing 

pad is like a half sheet that is plugged into the grounding line, and Clint Ober speaks about that in 

his earthing talk so I’ll let him… he’s the expert, he can talk about it. But I can tell you, I love my 

earthing pad and I always sleep on that.  

43:59 

So, along with also with the work thing, and I know I’ve had this problem and I finally got a 

notebook by my bed, but I’ll lay down and I’ll think “Oh wait, I have to remember to do this. Oh, 

I have to do that. Don’t forget this.” So it’s kind of like, I call it my purge book, I purge everything 

I need to get out before I go to sleep. If there’s something stressful or something’s on my mind or 

I just want to remember to do something, I can write it down and I know it’ll be there in the 

morning so I don’t have to tell myself, oh, I have to remember this or I have to remember that. 

Some people call it journaling or just writing it down or just keeping notes by your bed, so you 

don’t feel like you have to remember something or to get out of bed to make yourself a note or to 

do something before you go to sleep. That can help you just feel more grounded and calm before 

you go to sleep.  

Jane: Yeah, that’s great.  
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Stephanie: The final thing I want to mention, Jane, is just the bed in general. A lot of the cotton, 

especially here in the United States, is grown with a lot of pesticides and people don’t realize it 

but your sheets actually when they’re brand new they do something called off gassing, and they 

release chemicals from these pesticides and whatever else goes into making the sheets. So I try to 

get organic sheets and, if possible, I recommend you doing the same. If your sheets are a little 

older, once they’ve been washed several times it’s probably okay. But actually Target has really 

nice organic sheets and pretty reasonable, so I get that for my family. And also some bedding can 

be really toxic. There’s, I think it’s called the memory foam that a lot of people think are so 

comfortable but if you go online and just do a search, so many people start to have health issues 

after buying a new bed and they don’t realize it’s from the new bed. So if you’re going to get a 

new bed, I would try to look for a more natural mattress without all the filling and the flame 

retardant. Actually, wool is a natural flame retardant, so that’s one of the better choices. 

46:15 

Stephanie: There’s a company called LifeKind that has organic bedding. So just if you’re in the 

market for a new bed or if you’re thinking about getting a new bed, just definitely pay attention to 

what is in the mattress that you’re buying. 

Jane: That’s a great point, Stephanie. 

Stephanie: Yeah. 

 

Jane: It’s so important. 

 

Stephanie: So… 

 

Jane: Wow, we covered a lot. 

 

Stephanie: Yeah, I got to take a deep breath now. But, yeah, and be sure to download the handout 

about the blood sugar balancing, because I really think that’ll help and it’s just vital for getting 

better sleep. And let us know what tips work for you. Again, keep your sleep diary and enjoy all 

the other talks because I had such a great time talking to these people and we learned so much 

information from all these talks. So… 
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Jane: We did. And just to note, their focus is on sleep but there’s so much other great information 

that we learned about in terms of other health issues and just in general. I mean, it went way beyond 

sleep, it was so informative. So, you learn a lot. 

 

Stephanie: Definitely. So, I think that’s it. And I hope this helps and we hope you have sweet 

dreams! 

 

Jane: Yeah, sweet dreams everyone! Take care. 

 

Stephanie: Take care. 
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